The effects of cortical lesions on recognition of object context in a visuomotor task in the Mongolian gerbil.
Two experiments were carried out in order to determine the effects of either parietal or temporal lesions on performance in a depth vision task in which gerbils normally use retinal image size (RIS) as a cue to distance. In the first experiment, gerbils were trained to jump to two training targets that differed in size and which were always presented with distinctive local features and in a particular spatial location. After lesions, gerbils were presented with further training trials and sets of probe trials in which they were presented with targets that differed in width from the training targets, and sets of local features and distal cues that either matched or mismatched those presented during training. Shams and temporal animals made predictable over- or underjumps when local feature and distal information matched, and stopped using retinal image size when they did not match. Parietal animals did not use retinal image size either during the match or the mismatch conditions. In a second experiment, gerbils with parietal lesions were shown capable of using retinal image size in a simpler task that did not contain distinguishing local features or distal cues. Taken together, these results suggest that parietal lesions in gerbils disrupt object recognition, when the purpose of the recognition process is to complete a distance estimate for a visuomotor act.